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Introduction
The demand for orthodontic treatment by adults has been
increasingly significant. This trend is accompanied by an increased
search for aesthetic devices in order to make them less noticeable
during treatment[1,2]. Transparent aligners and monocrystalline
ceramic brackets have been increasingly chosen by adult patients3.
Orthodontic treatments with ceramic brackets have their
weak point, under the aesthetic aspect, in the transparent elastics,
since the brackets are resistant to discoloration while the elastics
are easily pigmented with the influence of the diet, significantly
compromising the aesthetics of the orthodontic system1,4.
Orthodontic ligatures are elastomeric polymers and consist of
materials that, after substantial physical deformation, quickly return
to its original dimensions[5-8]. They are amorphous polymers of
high molecular weight that presents physical properties such as
visco-elasticity, creep and stress relaxation[9,10]. With the advent
of vulcanization, the use for elastic polymers in adverse conditions
greatly increased[7,11]. This process makes the end product more
resistant and efficient in the oral environment use[9].

Orthodontic elastomeric ligatures are polyurethanes whose
exact composition is a particular formulation of each commercial

brand[5,12,13]. Polyurethane is a generic term given to elastic
polymers that contain the urethane linkage. They are not direct
polymers of urethane but are synthesized through a process of
reactions of either polyesters or polyether’s with isocyanides to
produce a complex structure with urethane. The advantages of this
material are that they are easily applied, do not bother the patient,
and have a variety of colors, but they are not ideal materials[14,15].
The mainly clinical disadvantages are the force relaxation, friction,
color change, microbial retention, and the less fixation effectiveness
compared to steel ligatures and self-ligation brackets[11,16,17].
The appearance and properties may also be affected when exposed
to common factors presents in the Orthodontic use such as
continuum deformation force, intra-oral fluids, food contact, oral
enzymes, abrupt temperature variation, and light exposition during
the storage[18-20]. The quality of the final product will define the
function to transform the elastic potential energy into mechanical
energy in the tooth movement[21].
It depends crucially on the technology of the manufacturing
process[22,23]. So, the clinical performance is the resulting level
of quality of raw material used, technology, and refinement of the
production technique[14,24]. By the chemical structure view, the
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force transmitted by the stretched polymer depends, among others,
on the degree of compression of the polymer mass, the strength of
the covalent bonds and the intensity of the intermolecular forces,
which are directly related to the molecular composition[8]. The
different colors of the orthodontic elastics are obtained by adding
dyes to the polymeric composition. The change in the polymer
composition by the addition of color pigments can be a possible
factor to modify the initial effectiveness tie and degradation,
compromising its functionality[3]. Thus, the aim of this study was
to evaluate the color influence in the initial orthodontic ligature
effectiveness through the simulation of first-order bend in a tensile
test. The null hypothesis for this study is that there would be no
significant difference in initial force of color and crystal orthodontic
elastomeric ligatures.
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and each tension magnitude (P < .05).(Graph Pad Prisma Software,
v.8.3.1, San Diego, Ca).

Materials and Methods

The present study was conducted to investigate the effect of
the color in initial tie effectiveness of the elastomeric ligatures. The
laboratorial tests used a total of 360 elastomeric ligatures samples,
in gray and crystal colors, from three commercial brands. In order
to obtain the first-order bend simulation, a device was produced
consisting in a rectangular acrylic block fixed to an acrylic plate and
an upper central incisor bracket (Twin-Edge® 0,022”x 0,028”-inch,
Edgewise Standard; TP Orthodontics, New Buffalo, USA) was fixed
to the block with its base parallel to the base of the acrylic plate.
Another device was used consisting of two stainless steel hooks
11mm distant from each other, joined by a welded sidebar, keeping
perfect alignment and leveling. To set up the mechanism and ensure
the correct alignment for the tension measurements, the acrylic
device was fixed on the base of the universal testing machine (EMIC
DL 2000, São José dos Pinhais, Brazil) and the hooks were attached
to the superior axis of the machine.
The ligatures were fixed to the bracket with orthodontic
stainless-steel wire 0.019”x 0.025”-inch (TP Orthodontics, New
Buffalo, USA) and the hooks were fit to the orthodontic wire. The
tests were performed with the mechanical traction on the vertical
axis of the universal testing machine in magnitudes of 0.5, 1.0, and
1.5mm resulting in the first-order bends simulation (Figure 1). In
each tension test, the universal testing machine was equipped with
a 50-N load cell and the tests were performed in room temperature
by applying a rate of 2 mm per minute[21]. Six groups of samples
were tested in tension magnitudes of 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5mm (Figure
2). Each group was composed by 20 elastomeric ligature samples
in gray and crystal colors from 3 commercial brands (3M Unitek,
Morelli and Uniden). The statistical analysis was applied in order
to compare the crystal and gray elastics in each brand. Descriptive
statistics including mean, standard deviation, minimum and
maximum values were calculated for each group tested. The
Shapiro-Wilk test was applied to confirm the normal distribution of
the groups. The statistical confrontation between gray and crystal
elastics was obtained by applying the unpaired T test for each brand

Figure 1: Experimental in vitro model of first-order bend
tensile test in vertical view.

Figure 2: Tensile Test Magnitudes: A: 0,5 mm; B: 1,5 mm.

Results
The orthodontic traction test showed, in all the confrontations
between crystal and gray groups, similar comparative results in
the three magnitudes. Measurements increased with increased
stretch, as expected. Therefore, the greater the intensity of the first
order bending simulation, the greater the force transmitted by the
elastics.When the gray and crystal elastics were compared in each
commercial brand in the 0.5mm magnitude, gray showed greater
fixation efficiency than the crystal in all commercial brands. The
most significant statistical difference was in the Unitek M group
(P <0.05) (Table 1).When the elastics were analyzed at the 1.0mm
traction magnitude, the crystal elastics again showed less resistance
to fixation and the higher statistical difference was among the 3M
Unitek elastics (Table 2).The pattern was maintained when the
elastics were tested with a tension magnitude of 1.5 mm, in which
the gray elastics presented a fixation force statistically greater than
the crystal-colored elastics (Table 3).
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics, parametric t test results and graph showing the median, minimum and maximum values for the 0.5
mm tensile test (N) for the gray and crystal ligatures of 3 comercial brands (3M, Morelli and Uniden) (N 20).
Tensile Orthodontic Test (0.5 mm)

Mean (sd)
T test (p-value)

3 M Gray

3 M Crystal

Morelli Gray

Morelli Crystal

Uniden Gray

Uniden Crystal

4.95 (0.39) N

3.49 (0.29) N

4.89 (0.23) N

4.47 (0.43) N

3.71 (0.35) N

3,19 (0.19) N

p < 0.0001

p value = 0.0005

p < 0.0001

Table 2: Descriptive statistics, parametric t test results and graph showing the median, minimum and maximum values for the 1.0
mm tensile test (N) for the gray and crystal ligatures of 3 comercial brands (3M, Morelli and Uniden) (N 20).
Tensile Orthodontic Test (1.0 mm)

Mean (sd)
T test (p-value)

3 M Gray

3 M Crystal

Morelli Gray

Morelli Crystal

Uniden Gray

Uniden Crystal

7.69 (0.43) N

5.61 (0.38) N

6.89 (0.31) N

6.33 (0.48) N

5.39 (0.46) N

4.50 (0.21) N

p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001
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Table 3: Descriptive statistics, parametric t test results and graph showing the median, minimum and maximum values for the 1.5
mm tensile test (N) for the gray and crystal ligatures of 3 comercial brands (3M, Morelli and Uniden) (N 20).
Tensile Orthodontic Test (1.5 mm)

Mean (sd)

T test (p-value)

3 M Gray

3 M Crystal

Morelli Gray

Morelli Crystal

Uniden Gray

Uniden Crystal

11.00 (0.62) N

7.84 (0.65) N

8.92 (0.46) N

8.13 (0.57) N

7,10 (0.60) N

5,85 (0.25) N

p < 0.0001

Discussion
The including of dyes on the composition of the ligatures has
two main objectives: to produce a large variety of colors and to
minimize the changes that occur in the coloration of elastomers
caused by some types of foods. This process alters the chemical
composition of the polymer, inducing a change in its mechanical
behavior related to its degradation[20,25]. The focus of this study
was to evaluate changes related to the initial force in the first-order
movements that depend to a great extent on the ability of the elastics
to fix the orthodontic arch inside the bracket slot. In the present
study, the null hypothesis that there was no difference between the
groups was rejected. As a result, the effect of adding pigment to the
orthodontic ligatures made a difference in effectiveness.

From the perspective of the polymer aginng, photodegradation
is an important mechanism that it occurs by the absorption of
photons of light by the polymer, giving rise to free radicals that
result in the splitting of links in the polymer chain and/or crosslinks. These changes result in the degradation of mechanical
properties[21,26]. Thus, the commercial packaging of orthodontic
elastics must prevent contact with light during storage.
According to Saron, the addition of pigments interferes with the
photodegradation of polymers. Dark pigments work by absorbing
ultraviolet radiation. While the light pigments indirectly reflect
the light in the polymer, accelerating the degradation process. In
theory, the presence of dark pigments in the composition allows for
less photodegradation after manufacture, resulting in higher initial
strength[27]. This may be related to the higher strength observed in

p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001

the present study for gray elastics compared to the crystal elastics
in all statistical confrontations.

By the microstructure view, the pigments used for the coloring
of the polymers vary according to the size of the particles. Their
solubility depends on the interaction between the size of the dye
molecules and the polymer mass. The particular characteristics
of these materials are related to this interaction, where, being
larger, they are capable of absorbing light, allowing the polymers
to not lose their properties due to the photodegradation, however
they can become abrasive, impairing their use. Dyes with smaller
particles become soluble. They have the ability to migrate through
the polymeric mass to the surface of the material and this is a
disadvantage that can result in color change, sublimation and
toxicity[28,29].The presence of dyes in the polymer can anchor
the polymeric chains during the linear alignment that occurs when
activated by the stretching, resulting in higher initial strength.Thus,
it can be suggested that dark colored elastics should have higher
initial force due to less photodegradation during storage and due
to the anchoring promoted by the presence of the dye during
activation. Accordingly, in the present study, gray elastics showed
hiegher initial strength than crystal elastics.
It also corroborates the findings of Carvalho et al., who reported
that orthodontic elastomeric chains have their performance

modified during the stretching, in which the gray elastomeric
chains showed hiegher resistance[30].In another study, Martins
et al, compared elastics of 16 different colors in a tensile test and
found higher initial values for gray compared to crystal, however
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without statistical significance[25-30]. This divergent result may
be related to the small number of samples per group (n10) used in
this study.However, the presence of dyes in the polymeric mass does
not seem to bring only benefits to the final product, its presence
affects the degradation properties, such as relaxation. Thus, the
color found in orthodontic elastics indicates a higher tendency
to relaxation. The polymer, in the presence of moisture such as
saliva, has the degradative process accelerated by the generation
of a higher amount of free radicals by the polymer with pigments
compared to polymers without pigments. This degradation is
associated with a color change, so the loss of strength and color
change occur simultaneously and in an accelerated way in colored
polymers[12,25].The description of these phenomena is associated
in agreement with our findings and that of Nakhaei et al., both
studies observed higher initial strength for the gray elastics.
Nakhaei describes an even higher percentage of loss of force for
elastics with higher initial force after 8 weeks of use and color
change in all samples associated with degradation[19].
Eliades described that the absorption of lipids during intraoral
exposure caused potent structural changes about polyurethanes,
acting as calcification nuclei, decreasing the glass transition
temperature of the polymer and inducing an early plasticizing
effect. However, this process does not seem to be related to the
presence or absence of color additives in the polymeric mass[31].
Polymers of different colors are produced by adding different dyes.
These dyes can give rise to different interactions and consequently
different behaviors in the face of mechanical activation[32]. In
a study that evaluated orthodontic elastics of 4 different colors,
2 trademarks and two stretching intensities, different initial
strengths and strength loss percentages were observed. Although
the pattern of strength reduction over time was similar. Another
study with orthodontic elastics of several colors also showed nonstandard results for initial strength and percentage of loss after
24 hours. Again, the pattern of loss of strength over time was the
only parameter that presented a pattern for all colors[25].Thus,
further studies are needed to understand the behavior of each color
pigment and its practical application.In conclusion, the use of crystal
ligatures for aesthetic orthodontic treatment is likely to result in
less initial tie force in first-order-band activations. A clinical test is
suggestive to understand the degradation characteristics of crystal
and color orthodontic ligaturures.

Conclusion

Based on the findings of this study, we can conclude that:

a) The force released by the elastics is directly related to the
degree of stretching.

b) The insertion of the gray pigment modified the mechanical
behavior in relation to the initial strength, increasing it in all the
commercial brands and degrees of stretching evaluated.
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The clinical significance of the findings rests on the need to
adjust the optimal strength for orthodontic movement with crystal
elastics.
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